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We measure the spectral dimension of universes emerging from nonperturbative quantum gravity,
defined through state sums of causal triangulated geometries. While four dimensional on large scales, the
quantum universe appears two dimensional at short distances. We conclude that quantum gravity may be
‘‘self-renormalizing’’ at the Planck scale, by virtue of a mechanism of dynamical dimensional reduction.
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Quantum gravity as an ultraviolet regulator?—A shared
hope of researchers in otherwise disparate approaches to
quantum gravity is that the microstructure of space and
time may provide a physical regulator for the ultraviolet
infinities encountered in perturbative quantum field theory.

tral dimension, a diffeomorphism-invariant quantity ob-
tained from studying diffusion on the quantum ensemble
of geometries. On large scales and within measuring ac-
curacy, it is equal to four, in agreement with earlier mea-
surements of the large-scale dimensionality based on the
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agrees best with the data. In Fig. 1, the curve
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has been superimposed on the data, where the three con-
stants were determined from the entire data range � 2
�40; 400�. Although both b and c individually are slightly
altered when one varies the range of �, their ratio b=c as
well as the constant a remain fairly stable. Integrating
relation (10), we have
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implying a behavior
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Our interpretation of Eqs. (12) and (13) is that the quantum
geometry generated by CDT does not have a self-similar
structure at all distances, but instead has a scale-dependent
spectral dimension which increases continuously from a�
b=c to a with increasing distance.

Taking into account the variation of a in Eq. (10) when
using various cuts ��min; �max� for the range of �, as well
as different weightings of the errors, we obtain the asymp-
totic value

DS�� � 1� � 4:02 0:1; (14)

which means that the spectral dimension extracted from
the large-� behavior (which probes the long-distance
structure of spacetime) is compatible with four. On the
other hand, the ‘‘short-distance spectral dimension,’’ ob-
tained by extrapolating Eq. (12) to �! 0 is given by

DS�� � 0� � 1:80 0:25; (15)

and thus is compatible with the integer value two.
Discussion.—The continuous change of spectral dimen-

sion described in this Letter constitutes to our knowledge
the first dynamical derivation of a scale-dependent dimen-
sion in full quantum gravity. (In the so-called exact renor-
malization group approach to Euclidean quantum gravity, a
similar reduction has been observed recently in an
Einstein-Hilbert truncation [12].) It is natural to conjecture
it will provide an effective short-distance cutoff by which
the nonperturbative formulation of quantum gravity em-
ployed here, causal dynamical triangulations, evades the
ultraviolet infinities of perturbative quantum gravity.
Contrary to current folklore (see [13] for a review), this
is done without appealing to short-scale discreteness or
abandoning geometric concepts altogether.

Translating our lattice results to a continuum notation
requires a ‘‘dimensional transmutation’’ to dimensionful
quantities, in accordance with the renormalization of the

lattice theory. Because of the perturbative nonrenormaliz-
ability of gravity, this is expected to be quite subtle. CDT
provides a concrete framework for addressing this issue
and we will return to it elsewhere. However, since � from
(1) can be assigned the length dimension two, and since we
expect the short-distance behavior of the theory to be
governed by the continuum gravitational coupling GN , it
is tempting to write the continuum version of (10) as

PV��� �
1

�2

1

1� const:�GN=�
; (16)

where const. is a constant of order one. Using the same
naı̈ve dimensional transmutation, one finds that our ‘‘uni-
verse’’ of 181.000 discrete building blocks has a spacetime
volume of the order of �20lPl�

4 in terms of the Planck
length lPl, and that the diffusion with � � 400 steps cor-
responds to a linear diffusion depth of 20lPl, and is there-
fore of the same magnitude. The relation (16) describes
a universe whose spectral dimension is four on scales
large compared to the Planck scale. Below this scale,
the quantum-gravitational excitations of geometry lead
to a nonperturbative dynamical dimensional reduction
to two, a dimensionality where gravity is known to be
renormalizable.
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Coppock, Craig A CIV TF BIOMETRICS <craig.a.coppock@afghan.swa.army.mil>Thu, Jul 28, 2011 at 6:44 AM
To: teplyaev@math.uconn.edu

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Sir,

Can you assist me with a forensic question regarding fractals?

I understand that a fractal can be a quantity such as time "records of
processes" that displays self-similarity, in a somewhat technical sense,
on all scales. The object need not exhibit exactly the same structure at
all scales, but the same "type" of structures must appear on all
scales."  http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Fractal.html

My question relates to forensic comparison in general such as;
fingerprint, shoe, tool mark, and firearm identification in which a
comparison process of repeating parts and relationships builds a mental
comprehension of the material being analyzed.  Thus could the
"comparison set" of say two fingerprint impressions and/or the
"comparison process" itself be a fractal?

The reason I ask is that over the last 23 years as a forensic expert and
fingerprint examiner, we struggle to describe the process in which we
make identifications/individualization of with the forensic comparison
process, etc....  We have extreme difficulty describing the infinities
and uncertainties in our work.  I hear ourselves straining for logic to
describe the target "information set" and the "comparison process" used
to analyze that information set.

How does the forensic comparison process properly and scientifically
relate to seemingly indefinable aspects to include Uniqueness,
Randomness, Complexity, Uncertainty, Power Laws within information sets,
repetitive comparison process, and infinite process variability as in
non-specificity, in which each examiner bases their outlook on the
foundation of their randomly acquired experience base?  Essentially, a
process with a unique application.  This seems a universal concept, yet
one we must better understand for improved accuracy without our
disciplines.

It occurred to me that (if) these two (information set/comparison
process) are indeed fractals of "quantity/record of process" in whole or
in part, then we could better understand and describe our applied logic
and processes, thus improving the forensic comparison science process.
Both the information set is not a simple set of numbers but a collection
of information such as fingerprints.  The comparison process is similar
to Analysis>Comparison(prediction)>Evaluation based on experience
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(training) and perception.  Is there another way to describe this
process and all its variables: Uniqueness, Randomness, Complexity,
Uncertainty, Power Laws, etc...?
It seems to be that there is another science just barely hidden that
could help tie all these loose end together.

Any assistance you can offer would be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Craig A. Coppock
Forensic Science Officer
OEF Afghanistan
CJIATF 435  TF Biometrics
Six3 Systems Contr.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



1. Question: what are dimensions of the Sierpiński gasket?

I log 3
log 5

3

≈ 2.15 = Hausdorff dimension in effective resistance metric

I 2 = geometric, linear dimension

I log 3
log 2

≈ 1.58 = usual Hausdorff (Minkowsky, box, self-similarity)

I 2 log 3
log 5

≈ 1.37 = usual spectral dimension

I ? = harmonic Hausdorff (Kajino)

I ? = harmonic spectral (Kajino)

I Lyapunov exponents and pressure function (I-Rogers-T)?

I 1 = topological dimension, martingale dimension

I 2 log 2
log 5

≈ 0.86 = polynomial spectral co-dimension ?



2. Question: which fractal strings have HKEs?

Theorem (Steinhurst-T, in preparation). For
any fractal string of Lapidus et al. there exists an
isospectral local regular irreducible Dirichlet form.

Proof.
Spectral theory of Barlow-Evans fractals

Examples.
Laakso-Steinhurst fractals.
Diamond fractals.



3. Question: what do HKEs mean for spectral zeta
functions?

Conjecture (Steinhurst-T, arXiv:1011.5485).
Under the HKEs of Kigami-Hambly-Kajino the
Neumann spectral zeta function has no poles for
0 < Re(s) < dS.

Proved:
all fully symmetric p.c.f. and
Laakso-Steinhurst fractals (and Diamond fractals).



4. Question: what local resistance means for topology?

Conjecture. Any local regular resistance form
is topologically one-dimensional.



Further questions: nonlinear vector PDEs and SPDEs ?
Homologies and co-homologies for dimensions and
topologies mentioned above?
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